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Abstract 

Job scheduling under the cloud circumstance is the key techniques to impact on 

frequency of cloud calculation. Trust relationship is an important factor of cloud 

calculation and job scheduling. In order to satisfy the requirement of quality of cloud 

calculation service for job scheduling, this article introduced the term of trust mechanism 

and apply it to cloud calculation and job scheduling. It uses altered SFLA as scheduling 

strategy, and brings forward a model of job scheduling with cloud circumstance which is 

based on trust mechanism and SFLA. The simulation results showed that this algorithm 

with faster convergence speed can increase the trust benefit and accomplish job 

scheduling task well. 
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1. Introduction 

Cloud computing is an outstanding calculation method witch support service demand 

services, the Internet can expand resources as a service delivery to customers.It can see 

the extensible resource  on the Internet as a service delivery to customers.Scheduling in 

cloud computing will affect the effect of cloud computing, so scheduling is the key link to 

improve the quality of service of cloud computing[1].Most of the traditional scheduling 

algorithm regards reduce scheduling time as the main target, Such as the classical Greedy, 

Min-Min, Max-min. In addition, there are some scheduling algorithm based on artificial 

intelligence such as ant colony algorithm, genetic algorithm. 

However, the main goal of cloud computing is to provide on-demand service for 

users.The traditional scheduling algorithm can not satisfy the Qos requirements of users, 

most of them ignore the reliability and trust relation of cloud resource service. Therefore, 

job scheduling with cloud based on trust mechanism becomes increasingly important. 

Task scheduling algorithm based on trust mechanism needs trust specific model . In order 

to prevent defects of separation of trust mechanism and scheduling mechanism on grid 

resource management, Document[2] proposeds the grid job scheduling algorithm based 

on trust relationship which are built on Separation of trust mechanism and scheduling 

mechanism. The literature[3] analysis of the potential factors that may affect the normal 

execution of tasks, And proposed a grid task scheduling framework and related algorithms 

which is driven by trust QoS.The literature[4] divided scheduling into two levels,the first 

level is the overall scheduling which takes the users as the unit,the second is micro 

scheduling between tasks and available resources .And they proposed a scheduling 

algorithm of trust based fuzzy cluster resources cloud .The literature
[5]

 regards the 

trust relationship as a safety measure and integrate it into task scheduling strategy in 

grid environment, then design a scheduling algorithm named Trustbased Min -min. 

In addition, the literature
[6] 

uses trust relationship in human society for reference 

from and puts it into the trust mechanism. It removes the task on error node 

Dynamically, and propose a dynamic task scheduling model based on trust 
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mechanism. Based on the above analysis, this paper puts trust mechanism into the 

scheduling on cloud environment, and using the shuffled frog leaping algorithm, in 

order to better meet the needs of trust requirements and efficiency of tasks.  

 

1.1 Task Scheduling Model based on Trust Mechanism 

  In the scheduling, in order to maintain and manage the trust degree of resource nodes in 

cloud environment, trust mechanism is introduced in the traditional framework of 

resource scheduling. Scheduling model as shown in figure 1. 

  Based on this model, the task scheduling process is as follows: 

(1) The user submits the trust information of element task and the element task to 

"submitting center" in the cloud environment ;  

(2) After the task is referred, "submitting center" will save it to the "task task queue", 

then "Qos task demand query module" queries available resources in cloud according to 

the task Qos  requirements,and returns the query results to the "Qos query module"; 

(3) "Qos query module" pre selects a subset of available resources according to 

query results; 

(4) Task scheduling system computing trust degree of each resources in available 

resources subset according to the trust mechanism; 

(5) Task scheduling system combines trust information of each resources,Returns the 

set of resources which meet users requirement,and schedule the collection of resources 

with SFLA.The task are assigned to the different resource nodes according to the 

scheduling results until the tasks finish. 
 

2. Problem Description 
 

2.1 The Trust Relationship Model 

This paper defines trust model on cloud based on the difference between the trust 

domain. The trust model contains the following elements: TM = (I,J,K , t ) .I is the credit 

side, J is a trusted party, K is recommended, K = {K1, K2, Kn}, I, J,K are entity in the 

cloud computing environment . T is the time constrained of trust relationships. 

Definition 1 Trust  At the evaluation process of the credit side to the credibility of the 

trusted party's behaviour, the Trust is a subjective evaluation to the trust party,which is 

highly dependent on the credit side's experience and knowledge background. 

Definition 2 Trust Degree  This is a evaluation of the trust level of a trusted party, trust 

degree can be continuous or discrete, denoted as TV (I, J), this represents the trust degree 

of two nodes I and J. 
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Figure 1. Task Scheduling Model based on Trust Mechanism 

Definition 3 Direct Trust  This means the trusted party and the credit side complete the 

direct interaction, They both exist direct trust relationship. Denoted as DTV (I, J), this 

represents the direct trust degree of I to J. 

Definition 4 Recommendation Trust  This means that before the direct interaction of 

the trusted party and the credit side, The trust relationship established by recommendation 

of other entities. Denoted as RTV (B, J), this represents the recommendation trust degree 

of B to J. 

Definition 5 Risk  This reflects the unreliable degree of a trusted party within the recent 

period of time, it is obtained through the direct interaction of the credit side and the 

trusted party. The model reaction through the interaction of failure rate. The model 

reflects it through the failure rate of the interaction. 

 

2.2 Calculation of Trust Degree 

(1) Calculation of direct trust degree DTV(I,J,t) of I to J in a moment t,it is shown in 

the formula  

           )t-tγ)R(J,-(1-)t-tJ,)A(I,tJ,γDTV(I,=t)J,DTV(I, 111          (1) 

  In the formula,γ is weighted factor, value between [0,1], it is used to adjust trust 

concerns time range. DTV (I, J, T1) is the direct trust interactive value of I, J at the 

moment of t1, A (I, J, t-t1) is the time decay function, It is calculated as A(I,J,t-t1)=

,V is the decay rate,R (J, t-t1) is that the risk degree of J at time t. 

(2) Calculation of Recommendation Trust degree RTV(B,J,t) of K to J in a moment t,it is 

shown in the formula (2). 
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  In the formula,γ ibid (1), n is the number of cloud trust domain. In order to resist some 

malicious entity slander attack, Using a function  to regulate the Influence of the 
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number of recommended entity to the recommendation trust degree. This function reflects 

the evaluation approaches to the the average of entity’s evaluation with the increasing of 

number of evaluation of node service quality. Here take nen

1

)(


 . 

(3) In summary, Calculation of comprehensive trust degree TV(I,J,t) of I to J in a moment 

t,it is shown in the formula (3). 

         

            t)J,βRTV(B,+t)J,αDTV(I,=t)J,TV(I,                   (3)  

determining the value of α,β according to the specific environment of cloud to , They 

value between [0,1], And α+β=1. 
 

3. Design of Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm 

Shuffled frog leaping algorithm is a kind of collaborative search method based on the 

population natural which is produced by enlightenment of natural biological 

imitation[7].SFLA is divided into the local search and global information exchange. 

Through the combination of the two,Selecting the best individual in the local,Then using 

the shuffle strategy,And global exchanging the local information.Continue until it meets 

constraint conditions. 

(1) Meme Code 

Coding is important, according to the characteristics of the tasks and resources in cloud 

environment, this paper adopts real coding, The length of meme code is equal to the 

number of task, The code’s information is equal to the number of resources 

(2)Initializing total group level of fitness function 

Initial population is generated by Min-Min algorithm. 

The fitness function formula is shown in formula (4): 
 

          Fitness MakeSpan

t)J,TV(I,
f

                                        (4) 

In the formula MakeSpan is the time span of task scheduling . The only trust value TV 

(I, J, t) can be calculated By formula (3) . It can be obtained By the formula (4) that the 

smaller task scheduling time span is, and the greater the trust degree is , the greater the 

value of the fitness is. 

 

(3)Local search 

Doing following operations to all ethnic groups periodically within default local 

searching times. 

1) Local optimal solution Db learning approach to Ethnic optimal solution Dg。The 

learning process consists of three steps：First, trying to move closer to the Dg. Second, 

Searching within the Dg’s neighborhood. Third, Self neighborhood searching. Db updates 

according to the following formula. 

               })],[(min{ maxdDDINTd bg                           (5)             

               dDD bb 
~

                                          (6)     

Where d is the Db’s step, dmax is the maximum step size. 

2)Through optimize the direction of search of Db, The worst solution of ethnic group Dw 

drives the ethnic group to the extreme point. The process can be divided into two stages: 

First,  trying to learn to approach to Db.  Second, Increasing the diversity of population 

through self mutations. Dw updates according to the following formula. 

                 )(()` wb DDrandwdd        
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Where d is the Dw’s step, rand()∈(0,1)；d∈[dmax,dmin]，d` is the earlier step, w is the 

attribute weight coefficient. wmax and wmin are the starting value and the end value of the 

attribute weight coefficient.When w is large, the ability of global search is higher. 

Conversely, When w is more small, the ability of local search is higher. i is the current 

number of iterations. I is the total number of iterations. 

(4) Process of population shuffle  

After a series of evolution of populations, Sharing information of each individual of 

populations. Calculating the fitness of each individual. And sorting in descending order. 

Then determine the Dg. 

Figure 2 shows the flowchart of scheduling algorithm . 

 

4. The Results of the Simulation Experiment and Analysis 

Simulation experiments were carried out in the MyEclipse environment. Using the 

cloud environment simulation tool CloudSim to complete it. The article makes CloudSim 

be a foundation and extended class Cloudlet etc. So that it can schedule the workflow 

better by using shuffled frog leaping algorithm, which can support the trust mechanism. In 

order to show the superiority of the algorithm, We implemented TBSFLA (Trust-based 

Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm), TDMin-Min (Trust-based Min-Min) and GA 

(Generation Algorithm) in the simulation platform for comparison. 

This paper uses The average value of the trust benefit to evaluate above algorithms. 

The average value of the trust benefit is acquired by the successful scheduling of task. The 

trust service of the is algorithm better when Average trust benefit value is higher . Setting 

the variable Vq[1,4] to control the the trust relationship between Jobs and the resources
[8]

. 

The pairs of jobs and the resources with strong trusting relationship are more when Vq is 

bigger; Generating a random number between [0,1], If the number is less than 0.25,That 

Job and resource have a strong trusting relationship. If the number is less than 0.5,That 

Job and resource have a weak trusting relationship. Otherwise, they have no trust 

relationship.In this experiment ,The set consists of 50~250 independent operations.The 

population size Pop is 100, the number of resources is 20 .The experimental results are 

shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. 
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Figure 2. Flow Chart of Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm 
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   Figure 3.  Vq=3, the Average Trust Benefit Value Changes with the Number 
of Tasks 

 

Figure 4.  Vq=3, the Rate of Task Completion Changes with the Number 
of Tasks 

It can be seen from Figure 3, when Vq=3, The average trust benefit value of TDSFLA 

and TDMinMin is better than GA by introducing the trust mechanism. While The average 

trust benefit of TDSFLA is slightly better than that of TDMinMin. Figure 4 shows the 

TDSFLA can obtain the highest rate of task completion in the circumstances. 

By the experiment, the TDSFLA can obtain good average trust benefit , and can obtain 
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higher task completion rate, Thus improving the scheduling quality. 

 

5. Summary 

   This paper presents a scheduling model based on trust mechanism in cloud environment. 

Introduces the trust mechanism, and combines the shuffled frog leaping algorithm to 

schedule the the job in cloud environment. And makes comparison of Min-Min algorithm 

based on the trust mechanism and the traditional genetic algorithm by performing 

experiments. Experimental results show that the model can effectively improve the 

average trust benefit and successful rate of Job scheduling , and then better meet the Qos 

requirements of users. 

  Future work will improve the process of trust evaluation, and the more factors which 

affect service reliability will be taken into account. 
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